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About Compass
Compass hosts places of intensive formation where God’s vision for life is explored. The mantra
of Compass is simple, but profoundly important in the work of formation:
Know the Gospel; Know Culture; Translate
More than teaching Christian worldview, Compass seeks to create environments that
encourage a maturing embodiment of the gospel of the Kingdom. Environments where
we might ‘be transformed by the renewing of our minds’. This renewing demands that we
interrogate the stories which are at work in our prevailing culture and also in our hearts.
These heart-stories come to us in the form of culture, relationships and experience, and
while not always explicit, it is in these stories that we find identity, purpose, passion, reason,
love and desire.
Compass believes the Bible is this kind of story. It is a story that engages the deepest questions
of life:
•
•
•
•

Who am I?
Why am I here?
What am I supposed to do?
How am I to live?

By hosting places of intensive formation,
Compass aims to encourage people to:
• Ground their self-leadership in the full arc
of the Biblical story
• Participate in God’s project of renewal in
all of life’s domains, and
• Lead just lives, marked by the sovereign
order of relations between God, people
and all creation.
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Suggested Program
Day One
5:30pm
7:00pm
7:15pm
7:45pm
8:30pm

Arrival
Welcome & Acknowledgement of Country with Mark Ryan
Praise & Worship
Leadership Reframed with Jeff Nagle
Close

Day Two
8:45am
9:15am
10:00am
10:45am
11:45am
12:15pm
1:00pm
2:00pm
2:45pm
3:00pm
3:45pm
5:15pm
9:00pm

Welcome & Devotions
The Power of Story with Mark Ryan
Bible Story Introduction & Reading the Bible Well with Graham Stanton
Morning Break
Bible Experience 1
Who is God? with Jeff Nagle & Matt Stackhouse
Lunch
Human: Made in Love’s Image with Mark Ryan
Afternoon Break
Live Q&A with guest speakers
Free Time
Dinner and Evening Activity
Close

Day Three
8:45am
9:15am
10:00am
10:45am
11:15am
12:15pm
1:00pm
2:00pm
2:45pm
3:00pm
3:45pm
5:15pm
9:00pm

Welcome & Devotions
The Inward Turn with Graham Stanton
Jesus: Love Comes to Town with Sophie Gerrie
Morning Break
Bible Experience 2
Now & Not Yet with Matt Stackhouse
Lunch
Shalom: Destined for Love’s Vision with Sophie Gerrie
Afternoon Break
Listen, Imagine, Create with Mark Ryan
Free Time
Dinner and Evening Activity
Close

Day Four
8:45am
9:15am
9:45am
10:30am
10:45am

Welcome & Devotions
A Cause Smaller Than Yourself with Jeff Nagle
A Creative Response
Final Words & Conference Close
Morning Break & Farewells

on
demand
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How to use this guide

This guide contains all the information you require to participate and engage in the Compass
Student Leaders’ Conference. Sessions are outlitned in detail in the following pages and
contain interactive fields to allow notes to be entered directly.

From Your Host
MARK RYAN

Executive Officer, SA

CHRISTIAN SCHOOLS AUSTRALIA

Welcome to the Compass Student Leaders Conference, 2021. We are excited to
have you with us! Over the next few days, we hope to inspire you to:

• think deeply about the big questions of life
• grapple with the depth and bveauty of the biblical story and
• challenge yourself on how you think and what you think.
It may look different from other leadership conferences, as we focus on an
understanding of what it means to be made in God’s image, located in His story. For
this is the ground of leadership.
You won’t find “7 habits of highly successful leaders” or “top 10 qualities that make
a great leader” at this conference. Instead, ‘self-leadership’ is hard wired into our
program. It is present in the rediscovery of the Bible and how to read it well, the
understanding of who God is, the revelation of Jesus and His relationship with the
church and with us.
We believe passionately that if we can inspire you to think deeply and intelligently
about God and His story, you will care even more about the people you lead, and
the legacy you leave. We want you to see school, church, and family as a community
of people made in His image.
Our vision for the Student Leaders Conference is that you will recognise that we all
lead ourselves out of some narrative—some framework of belief. Our contention
is that genuine, people-impacting leadership emerges authentically out of a life
grounded in the story of scripture. Taking responsibility for this grounding is the
essence of self-leadership and the foundation of Kingdom influence.
Enjoy the conference.
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Guest Speakers
SOPHIE GERRIE

Sophie is currently lecturing in Biblical
and Practical Theology at Tabor
College, Adelaide.
Sophie is an Associate Pastor at
Richmond Baptist Church, as well
as the Coordinator of the Baptist
Churches of South Australia Leadership Internship.
Sophie has previously completed a Bachelor of Social Science
with a focus on youth work, as well as a Master of Divinity. She
has been working in the church and Christian NGO space for
the last ten years in the areas of children, youth, young adults
and justice. Sophie loves learning new ideas and skills, reading
non-fiction, listening to podcasts, collecting indoor plants and
drinking coffee.

MARK RYAN

Mark has a background in both
education and theology, and has a
passion for exploring the intersection
of faith and culture. After beginning his
career as a PE teacher, he went on to
study theology and ministry at Morling
College in Sydney, and is currently
completing a Master of Educational Leadership. He has worked
as a pastor, teacher and Assistant Principal, and is currently
an Executive Officer for Christian Schools Australia in SA. At a
national level, he is invested in the formation of students and
staff in CSA schools.
Mark has been involved with the work of Compass for the last
14 years. He loves to see student leaders gather each year,
explore the Biblical story and be inspired to lead according to
the pattern of Jesus – living as God’s image for the sake of others
and for the whole of God’s creation.

JEFF NAGLE

Jeff heads up a leader-formation
consultancy, Heritage Leaders and is
also co-founder of anti-slavery law firm,
Fair Supply. Prior to this, Jeff served as
CEO of the Compass Foundation from
2017 - 2019. Jeff has worked for more
than 15 years in the international
development sector, serving as COO with Compassion
Australia and Chief Executive of International Justice Mission
Australia and currently serves as Chairman of MAF Australia.
Jeff’s area of interest is the formation of leaders and teams in
difficult contexts. Jeff has qualifications in visual arts and media,
education and business, and is currently completing a Masters
Degree in Global Leadership through Fuller Seminary. Jeff lives
on the NSW Central Coast with wife, Shelley, two teenage
children and a Bernese Mountain Dog. He still thinks he’s a surfer.

MATT STACKHOUSE

Raised in Canada and the US, Matt has
worked in Education, Business & PD
Training & Facilitation since settling in
Australia nearly 20 years ago. Matt has
trained and developed school leaders
and educators to work effectively with
their teams. As a College Chaplain and
Missions Coordinator he has lead teams of students to Manila,
Darwin and Nepal and has served on the Board of Directors
for Transform the Nations and New Hope International.
Matthew holds undergraduate degrees in Business Management
and Theology and a Master’s in Education. He is currently
pursuing a PhD in the Wellbeing of Leaders and Educators at
the University of Newcastle. Married to his wife Natalie for
over 20 years, they have three spirited girls who keep them
on their toes. Aside from the ocean and being with his family,
he is most passionate about Jesus and leading people to him.

DR GRAHAM STANTON

Graham is a Lecturer in Practical
Theology at Ridley College, Melbourne,
and the coordinator of the Ridley Centre
for Children’s and Youth Ministry.
He has recently completed doctoral
research exploring the dynamics of
Bible Engagement for the spiritual
formation of teenagers in a culture of expressive individualism.
Graham lives in Melbourne with his wife and three teenage
children. Graham enjoys long distance running in order to
compensate for his hobby of enjoying cooking good food or
eating good food that other people have cooked. Apart from
Jesus, his personal heroes include Bruce Springsteen and
Leslie Knope.
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Welcome and Acknowledgement
with MARK RYAN

About this session
We live and we lead out of story, and we can only lead well of we understand the expansive story that we are invited to
be a part of. We are also part of the story of our country. This session is a short introduction to the conference and an
acknowledgement of the land that we meet on.

Discussion Questions

?

1. How do you understand the role of a leader?
2. What are your expectations for this conference?

Notes
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Leadership Reframed
with JEFF NAGLE

About this session
You are the most difficult person you will ever lead. Leadership of others is a direct overflow of our commitment to
self-leadership. Leadership is not a badge, title, or job description. Rather, a daily choice to lead ourselves well in
accordance with a coherent and compelling narrative. From this, authentic and impactful leadership can emerge.

Notes

Discussion Questions

?

1. If it is true that our actions (what
we do) emerges out of our identity
and beliefs (our being), what are
the implications if our sense of
being is not grounded in truth?
2. If it is true that for our actions
to be fruitful, they must be
oriented toward some picture
of the future (what we see),
what are the implications if that
picture is flawed?
3. Christian leadership formation is
an act of cultural resistance. What
do you think this means?
4. What are some practical and
intentional ways that you can lead
yourself well?

Key Takeaway

From this session, what is one key takeaway that you will apply in your life?
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The Power of Story
with MARK RYAN

About this session
The story we live in, is the story we live out! Story is the essential shape of meaning - stories shape our vision of and
for life: our identity, our sense of purpose, our work, our character, and our posture to the world. In a culture of
competing stories, what story will we choose to live and lead out of?

Discussion Questions

?

Notes

1. What are some of the stories
that are shaping your family, your
school, your community, our
nation? How are these stories
being told?
2. If it’s true that we all live out of a
story, what would you say is the
main story that is shaping your
actions as a leader?
3. What are some of the
limitations (or perhaps benefits)
of living in a culture where
people have the freedom to
choose their own stories?
4. How could the Bible be seen as an
alternative story of reality?

Key Takeaway

From this session, what is one key takeaway that you will apply in your life?
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Bible Story Introduction
with GRAHAM STANTON
About this session
God reveals himself through the story of scripture. Using the story of Little Red Riding Hood as a framework, we will
explore the shape of the Biblical Story.

Notes

Discussion Questions

?

1. Use the Sender-Agent-TaskReciever-Impediment-Helper
structure to summarise the story
of a popular movie.
2. Use the Sender-Agent-TaskReciever-Impediment-Helper
structure to summarise the story
of the Bible.
3. Which of the versions of the
biblical story is most familiar
to you? (Law and Obedience,
Happiness, Salvation, Evangelism)
4. What are the implications of
locating the salvation story within
the bigger story of Creation and
New Creation?

Key Takeaway

From this session, what is one key takeaway that you will apply in your life?
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Reading the Bible well
with GRAHAM STANTON
About this session
If Scripture is God’s story, and a story that makes sense of the big questions of life, then how do we read it well? How
do we faithfully engage with the Bible, and how might it ultimately shape our understanding of God, our identity and
our purpose.

Discussion Questions

?

Notes

1. What is a better way to understand
Genesis 1:1, Psalm 90:10, Isaiah 40:31,
Revelation 12:14, and Philippians 4:13
than arguing that Christians can fly?
2. A common application of 1 Samuel 17
puts us in the place of David and asks,
what are the ‘Goliaths’ in your life? And
what are the ‘five stones’ that you can
use to defeat them? This interpretation
puts us at the centre of the story. What
difference would it make if we were to
ask, ‘how does this story point forward
to Jesus?’ How is David like Jesus?
How are we like Goliath, or Saul, or the
people of Israel?
3. Brainstorm who the ‘other people’
are who could help you read and
understand the Bible?
4. Theologian Miroslav Volf writes, ‘for
the Bible to be read well it has to be
read in the first place’. When, where,
and with whom do you read the
Bible? What could you do to develop a
regular habit of Bible reading?

Key Takeaway

From this session, what is one key takeaway that you will apply in your life?
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Who is God?

with JEFF NAGLE and MATT STACKHOUSE
About this session
We begin with God because He is the storyteller and author of our story. We ask this question to understand what
it means to be human. “Who is God?” frames and anticipates all the other questions. What does it mean for us to
confess a 3-in-1 God who has eternally existed in a relationship of self-giving love?

Notes

Discussion Questions

?

1. What comes to mind when you
think about God? How might that
be different to your thoughts about
God last week?
2. If “Trinity is the Christian name
for God” how will that change
the way you relate to God and to
other people?
3. How might the concept of “selfemptying” be applied in your
leadership?

Key Takeaway

From this session, what is one key takeaway that you will apply in your life?
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Human: Made in Love’s Image
with MARK RYAN

About this session
What does it mean to be human? This question and how we answer it underpins many others: Who am I? Why am I
here? What am I to do? What is the good life? What am I worth?
What is it to be made in the image of Love? How am I God’s image for creation?

Discussion Questions

?

Notes

1. What are the key events/people/
circumstances/beliefs that have
shaped your identity as a person
and as a leader?
2. What are the key features of our
creation account in Genesis 1?
What does it tell us about the
nature of God? What does it tell
us about who we are?
3. If all human beings are created
in the image of God, what
implications does that have for
our leadership?
4. “God designed us to be an ondisplay people and to be culture
makers”. What might this mean as
a leader in your current context,
and in the future?

Key Takeaway

From this session, what is one key takeaway that you will apply in your life?
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The Inward Turn
with GRAHAM STANTON
About this session
Our story doesn’t start here! The gospel is bigger than sin management. And yet so often we turn in on self, rather
than living with an outward focus as God’s image for creation. This inward turn is at the heart of the relational fracture
that distorts the created order.

Notes

Discussion Questions

?

1. Christian author Dallas Willard
writes, ‘History has brought
us to the point where the
Christian message is thought to
be essentially concerned only
with how to deal with sin: with
wrongdoing or wrong-being and its
effects. Life, our actual existence,
is not included in what is now
presented as the heart of the
Christian message, or it is included
only marginally’. What stands out
to you from this statement?
2. If sin is primarily a violation of
love rather than just a violation
of law, what difference does this
make to how we think about
sin, judgement, salvation, and
Christian life?
3. How does Genesis 3:1-13
accurately depict human
experience in the 21st century?

Key Takeaway

From this session, what is one key takeaway that you will apply in your life?
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Jesus: Love comes to town
with SOPHIE GERRIE
About this session
Who is Jesus? Jesus is the unexpected King, ushering in an upside-down Kingdom. He is also the true human, showing
us what it truly means to human. His life, death and resurrection restore us to the life God intended. How might our
life and leadership follow the pattern of Jesus?
Jesus is King. The King is the Law. The Law is Love. The law of Love overcomes the law of good and evil (death).
In your relationships with one another, have the same mindset as Christ Jesus:
Who, being in very nature God, did not consider equality with God something to be used to his own
advantage; rather, he made himself nothing by taking the very nature of a servant,
being made in human likeness. And being found in appearance as a man,
he humbled himself by becoming obedient to death—even death on a cross!
Therefore God exalted him to the highest place and gave him the name that is above every name,
that at the name of Jesus every knee should bow, in heaven and on earth and under the earth,
and every tongue acknowledge that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the Father.
Philippians 2:5-11

Discussion Questions

?

Notes

1. How has your view of Jesus been
shaped? Who would you say
Jesus is?
2. How does Jesus show us what it
truly means to be human?
3. What do you think it means when
we say that the Kingdom of God is
an “upside down Kingdom”?
4. How might our leadership be
shaped if we follow the pattern of
Jesus’ self-giving love? How are we
bringing life, blessing and dignity
to those in our community?

Key Takeaway

From this session, what is one key takeaway that you will apply in your life?
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Now and Not Yet
with MATT STACKHOUSE
About this session
Although Jesus is the centre of the Bible story and his death and resurrection the climax, the story continues. God’s
Kingdom is here through Jesus, and yet has not yet come in all its fullness. We are redeemed, but our world is not yet
renewed. We still experience pain, loss, and suffering. How do we live with that tension?

Notes

Discussion Questions

?

1. If God’s kingdom is, indeed,
now but not yet, how might this
understanding help God’s people
face daily struggles, trials and
challenges?
2. How might it shape our
understanding and purpose of
prayer?
3. How is lament a faithful response
to suffering?
4. There are many Psalms of lament.
Look at Psalm 13 as an example.
Then take the time to write your
own lament – whether it relates to
your own personal circumstance
or a refection of what you see in
the world around you.

Key Takeaway

From this session, what is one key takeaway that you will apply in your life?
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Shalom: Destined for Love’s Vision
with SOPHIE GERRIE
About this session
What is the end of our story? It is not a picture of disembodied escape, but of restoration and renewal! Jesus will
reign. Creation will be as God intended – we will experience shalom. What might it mean for us – the Church – to be
agents of God’s future in our current context?

Discussion Questions

?

Notes

1. “Lament and pain are not the final
word in our story”. What picture
does the Bible give us of the future
that God has in store?
2. If our ultimate hope is
participation in a restored
creation (rather than escape from
a broken world), how might that
change the way we live and lead
in the present?
3. How might we live as agents of
shalom, or right relationships, in
our family, school, community
and world?
4. How can we live and act together
in such a way that we give the
world around us a glimpse of the
“on earth as it is in Heaven” life
that we are called to?

Key Takeaway

From this session, what is one key takeaway that you will apply in your life?
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Listen, Imagine, Create
with MARK RYAN

About this session
Leaders who lead themselves well, create culture. But to create well, we must first learn to listen and imagine. This
session will provide a framework for how to lead as “aching visionaries”.

Notes

Discussion Questions

?

1. If we listen carefully to the current
context of our school community,
what aspects are not flourishing in
the way that they could, or make
us “ache” because they are not
the way things should be?
2. What are the possibilities? What
do you imagine for the community
in which you lead?
3. What can you create that will
bring life and blessing to your
school community?
4. How might we live and act as
“aching visionaries” in our school
and beyond?

Key Takeaway

From this session, what is one key takeaway that you will apply in your life?
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A cause smaller than yourself
with JEFF NAGLE

About this session
We are made in the image of one who made himself nothing. Jesus bestowed greatness on ‘the least of these’ and
asked us to do the same. We are not to define our leadership by position, rank, or title, but by humility and love.

Discussion Questions

?

Notes

1. How does Jesus redefine “greatness”
in leadership?
2. How might humility define your
leadership? What does that look like
in practice?
3. What does it look like to follow the
pattern of Jesus’ leadership?
4. What cause will you give yourself to?

Key Takeaway

From this session, what is one key takeaway that you will apply in your life?
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Final Words
with MARK RYAN

Notes
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Helpful Definitions
This week you might find yourself exposed to a bunch of words that are unfamiliar. To help you
out we’ve compiled a glossary of terms. Most of the definitions have been taken from a great
little book called ‘Pocket Dictionary of Theological Terms’ by Stanley J. Grenz, David Guretzki,
and Cherith Fee Nordling. It’s a resource worth buying.
ATONEMENT – Atonement refers to God’s act of dealing with the primary human problem, sin. Both OT
and NT affirm that sin has broken the relationship between God and humankind. According to Christian
theology, God accomplished the way of restoration through Christ’s death.
ASCENSION – When Christ had finished his earthly ministry, he entered the presence of the Father (Mk
16:19; Lk 24:51; Acts 1:9). This event, known as the ascension, is significant for at least three reasons.
First, the ascension ended the earthly, visible ministry of Christ and prepared the way for the promised
coming of the Holy Spirit to minister invisibly through the church. Second, the ascension exalted Christ
to the right hand of the Father, where he now reigns as Lord over the cosmos and serves as the great
high priest, interceding on behalf of God’s people (Heb 7:24; 8:2). Third, the ascension functions as a
reminder that Christ will once again appear visibly from the heavens at his second coming (Acts 1:11).
ASEITY - The aseity of God is His attribute of independent self-existence. God is the uncaused Cause, the
uncreated Creator. He is the source of all things, the One who originated everything and who sustains
everything that exists. The aseity of God means that He is the One in whom all other things find their
source, existence, and continuance. He is the ever-present Power that sustains all life. Because of the
aseity of God, we can depend upon Him as the independent One who is able to deliver, protect, and
keep those who trust in Him.
BIBLICAL THEOLOGY – Biblical theology is the discipline that attempts to summarize and restate the
teaching of a biblical text or of a biblical author without imposing any modern categories of thought
on the text. Rather, the goal is to understand the “theology” of a biblical book or author in its original
historical context.
CANON – Literally meaning “standard” or “rule,” the term is most closely associated with the collection
of books that the church has recognized as the written Word of God (Scripture) and that functions as
the rule or standard of faith and practice in the church. Although the various Christian traditions are
not in full agreement as to which books should comprise the collection of Scripture, at the very least all
agree that the sixty-six books of the Protestant Bible are canonical and therefore authoritative.
CATHOLIC – [Note the distinction between “catholic” (with lower case ‘c’) and “Catholic” (with
uppercase ‘C’). This definition relates to the former.] A term literally meaning “universal” or
“worldwide.” The word is most often associated with Roman Catholicism but originally became
standardized in Christian theology through the formula appearing in early Christian creeds that affirms
belief in “one holy catholic and apostolic church.”
CHRISTOCENTRISM – The intentional or unintentional situating of Jesus Christ as the central or
dominant theme of Christian theology. Christianity is Christocentric by its very definition: Christians are
those who follow Christ. However, Martin Luther, Karl Barth and Dietrich Bonhoeffer are examples of
theologians who intentionally sought to develop their theology around Christ as either the starting point
or the “standard” by which other theological concepts are understood and evaluated.
CREED – Derived from the Latin credo (I believe), a creed is a summary statement of Christian faith
and belief. The purpose of the earliest creeds was to present a short summary of Christian doctrine,
which baptismal candidates affirmed at their baptism. Later, creeds become tools for instruction of new
converts, for combating heresy and for use in corporate worship.
DOCTRINE – A theological formulation that attempts to provide a summary statement of the teaching of
Scripture on a particular theological topic. Ideally, doctrine is formed by attempting to be faithful to Scripture
while giving attention to the traditions of the church and the thought patterns of the day. Thus doctrine is
stated in such a way that contemporary people can understand the teaching of the ancient Scriptures.
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DUALISM – Generally, any system of thought that attempts to define the nature of something as being
composed of two distinct realities, substances or principles. In describing the nature of reality dualists
usually posit a distinction between the physical and the spiritual… or between the invisible and the
visible …. When describing the body, dualists (such as Rene Descartes) may distinguish between body
and soul or between matter and mind. Other dualists may posit the existence of two opposing realities
of good and evil.
ECCLESIOLOGY – The area of theological study concerned with understanding the church (derived
from the Greek word ekklesia, “church”). Ecclesiology seeks to set forth the nature and function of the
church. It also investigates issues such as the mission, ministry and structure of the church, as well as its
role in the overall plan of God.
EPISTEMOLOGY – Philosophical inquiry into the nature, sources, limits and methods of gaining
knowledge. In Western philosophy, epistemology has generally followed two main alternatives: rationalism
(knowledge is gained through the mind’s use of reason and logic) and empiricism (knowledge is gained
through the gathering of information through the use of the inner and external senses).
ESCHATON, ESCHATOLOGY – Derived from the Greek term meaning “last,” eschaton refers to the
ultimate climax or end of history wherein Christ returns to earth to establish his eternal kingdom of
righteousness and justice among all nations. Eschatology, then, is the theological study that seeks to
understand the ultimate direction or purpose of history as it moves toward the future, both from an
individual perspective (What happens when a person dies?) and from a corporate perspective (Where is
history going, and how will it end?).
ESSENCE, ESSENTIA – Deriving from the Latin verb esse, literally “to be,” essence is the fundamental
nature of something apart from which the thing would not be what it is. Essence, then, is the core of
what makes something what it is without being something else.
ETHICS – The area of philosophical and theological inquiry into what constitutes right and wrong, that is,
morality, as well as what is the good and the good life. Ethics seeks to provide insight, principles or even a
system of guidance in the quest of the good life or in acting rightly in either general or specific situations
of life. Broadly speaking, ethical systems are either deontological (seeking to guide behavior through
establishment or discovery of what is intrinsically right and wrong) or teleological (seeking to guide behavior
through an understanding of the outcomes or ends that ethical decisions and behavior bring about).
EXEGESIS, EISEGESIS – Literally, “drawing meaning out of” and “reading meaning into,” respectively.
Exegesis is the process of seeking to understand what a text means or communicates on its own. Eisegesis is
generally a derogatory term used to designate the practice of imposing a preconceived or foreign meaning
onto a text, even if that meaning could not have been originally intended at the time of its writing.
EXISTENTIALISM – Any philosophical system that attempts to define what it means to be human in terms
of “existence” (How does a human live?) rather than in terms of “essence” (What is a human?) Existentialists
generally agree that there is no essence common to humankind but that persons are all uniquely defined by
their free decisions and acts. As a result, existentialists tend to elevate personal freedom and emphasize the
need to “make” life meaningful rather than seeking to “find” the meaning of life.
FORMATION - Sometimes referred to as spiritual formation or faith formation which have slightly
different connotations. Broadly, formation is our continuing response to God’s grace and the Holy
Spirit’s presence conforming us to Jesus Christ in a community of faith, for the glory of God and for the
sake of the world.
Some important points about formation drawing from the work of Dr Robert Clinton: • God intends to
develop people to reach maximum potential and accomplish those things for which they have been
gifted and purposed • God first works in people and then through people • God shapes or forms people
over an entire lifetime • Awareness of and cooperation with God’s agenda will enhance formation •
What is true for individuals is true for communities, families, schools, teams and ministries
GENRE – A term that refers to different types or varieties of literature or media. In the interpretation of
texts, particularly the Bible, most exegetes agree that identifying the genre of the text to be interpreted
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is crucial and that the text must be understood in light of the common conventions that typified that
genre at the time of its writing. Thus, poetry is not to be interpreted in the same manner as historical
narrative, nor is prophecy properly read in the same manner as an epistle (letter).
HERESY – Any teaching rejected by the Christian community as contrary to Scripture and hence to
orthodox doctrine. Most of the teachings that have been declared heretical have to do with either the
nature of God or the person of Jesus Christ. The term heresy is not generally used to characterize nonChristian belief. ,…The term heresy is generally reserved for any belief that claims to be Christian and
scriptural but has been rejected by the church as sub-Christian or antiscriptural.
HERMENEUTICS – The discipline that studies the principles and theories of how texts ought to be
interpreted, particularly sacred texts such as the Scriptures. Hermeneutics also concerns itself with
understanding the unique roles and relationships between the author, the text and the original or
subsequent readers.
HUMANISM (SECULAR HUMANISM) – In general, humanism is any movement or ideology that focuses
on the worth of the human being. Christian humanism emphasizes the fact that humans are created
in God’s image and as such are creatures of worth or value. Secular humanism, on the other hand,
attempts to see the worth of humans apart from any appeal to God. Thus humanists often suggest that
value is completely intrinsic to the individual.
IMAGO DEI (IMAGE OF GOD) – A term describing the uniqueness of humans as God’s creatures. In the
Genesis creation account Adam and Eve are said to be created in God’s image and likeness (Gen 1:26-27).
INCARNATION – Fundamentally, incarnation is a theological assertion that in Jesus the eternal Word
of God appeared in human form (Jn 1). Many theologians picture the incarnation as the voluntary and
humble act of the second person of the Trinity, God the Son, in taking upon himself full humanity and
living a truly human life. The orthodox doctrine of the incarnation asserts that in taking humanity upon
himself, Christ did not experience a loss of his divine nature in any way but continued to be fully God.
INDIVIDUALISM – A mindset of modern Western culture that emphasizes that meaning in life is found
in a person’s ability to think and make choices for her- or himself. In its radical form individualism
defines a person as the sum total of her or his own preferences, thoughts and emotions without
reference to any external relationships.
KINGDOM – The dynamic reign of God as sovereign over creation. Although the roots of the term lie in
the OT, the Christian understanding arises more specifically from Jesus’ proclamation of the inbreaking
of God’s rule. Hence the kingdom is God’s divine, kingly reign as proclaimed and inaugurated by Jesus’
life, ministry, death and resurrection, and the subsequent outpouring of the Spirit into the world. In this
sense Christ is reigning now, and the kingdom of God has arrived. At the same time the church awaits
the future consummation of the divine reign. This “already” and “not yet” dimension of the kingdom of
God implies that it is both a given reality (or the divine power at work in the present) and a process that
is moving toward its future fulfillment or completion.
LITERALISM – A strict adherence to the exact word or meaning, either in interpretation or translation,
of the biblical text. Regarding interpretation, literalism generally attempts to understand the author’s
intent by pursuing the most plain, obvious meaning of the text as judged by the interpreter. In
translation, the attempt is made to convey with utmost accuracy through the words of another
language the actual meaning of the biblical text.
MATERIALISM – A philosophical outlook that contends that physical matter is the only reality or
category of existence, so that everything that exists is a manifestation of the material (rather than a
manifestation of the mind). In more popular parlance, the term refers to the pursuit of money and
possessions as a central goal of human existence.
METANARRATIVE – The idea that there is an overarching, all-embracing story of humankind into which all the
more particular narratives fit (e.g., salvation history). Christians believe that the biblical narrative of creationFall-redemption-new creation is this all-embracing metanarrative, for the biblical story is the narrative of all
humankind. In this sense the biblical narrative functions in Christian teaching as the central metanarrative.
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MISSIO DEI – While Imago Dei refers to the image or identity of God, Missio Dei refers to his mission
or activity in the world. God cannot be understood apart from both aspects of his being. The mission
of God is broadly understood as the ministry of reconciliation – the restoration of relations between all
things in accordance with god’s sovereign order.
MODERNITY – the cultural worldview of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, inherited from the
Enlightenment and reflective of its values and belief systems. Modernity is epitomized by the belief that
through the exercise of reason alone we are capable of attaining knowledge, even knowledge of the
divine, and that with such knowledge humans can progress, eventually even to the point of creating a
Utopian (or ideal) human order.
ONTOLOGY – The branch of metaphysics concerned with the nature of being. To speak of something
as ontological is to refer to its essential nature, as opposed to its epistemological aspects. Ontology,
therefore, focuses on being and essence, in contrast to epistemology, which speaks about how humans
come to know.
ORTHODOXY – Literally, “right praise” or “right belief” (as opposed to heresy). Being orthodox implies
being characterized by consistency in belief and worship with the Christian faith (in the Catholic
tradition, consistency with the church) as witnessed to in Scripture, the early Christian writers and the
official teachings, creeds and liturgy of the church. Orthodoxy is sometimes used in a narrower sense to
refer to the Eastern Orthodox tradition.
PARADIGM – Paradigm is a conscious or unconscious structure of thought, belief and action. A paradigm
shift is a change within this structure that results in the ability to perceive and consider things differently
and thus to respond in a radically new or different manner. Through the writing of the twentieth-century
American philosopher of science Thomas Kuhn, these terms have gained widespread use.
PENTECOST – Originally the culmination of the OT Feast of Weeks, the church celebrates Pentecost
as the anniversary of the coming of the Holy Spirit on the disciples fifty days after Jesus’ resurrection.
Pentecostalism is a movement that began in the early twentieth century that emphasizes a
postconversion “baptism in the Holy Spirit” for all believers, with glossolalia (speaking in tongues) as the
initial evidence of such baptism. Historically, Pentecostals have been a missionary minded people, due
in part to the fact that the first Pentecostals taught that one central purpose of baptism in the Spirit was
to endow the believer with power for evangelism.
PERECHORESIS – The word perichoresis comes from two Greek words, peri, which means “around,” and
chorein, which means “to give way” or “to make room.” It could be translated “rotation” or “a going around.”
Perichoresis is not found in the Greek New Testament but is a theological term referring to the mutual
intersecting or “interpenetration” of the three Persons of the Godhead and may help clarify the concept of
the Trinity. It is a term that expresses intimacy and reciprocity among the Persons of the Godhead.
PLURALISM – The advocacy and embrace of a social system that promotes the autonomy and ongoing
development of diverse religious, ethnic, racial and social groups within the system. In theology,
pluralism suggests that there are many paths to and expressions of truth about God and several equally
valid means to salvation.
POSTMODERNISM – A term used to designate a variety of intellectual and cultural developments
in late-twentieth-century Western society. The postmodern ethos is characterized by a rejection
of modernist values and a mistrust of the supposedly universal rational principles developed in the
Enlightenment era. Postmoderns generally embrace pluralism and place value in the diversity of
worldviews and religions that characterizes contemporary society.
REALISM – A philosophical mindset that maintains that “universals” have a separate reality from and
exist outside of the mind. Although the proposal itself goes back to Plato, it became theologically
important in the Middle Ages as a heated debate emerged between realists and the nominalists. The
realists maintained that properties (e.g., whiteness as a property of snow) exist independently of our
thought, just as objects do. Consequently, for realists God’s attributes (e.g., love and holiness) also have
independent existence, just as God does.
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RESURRECTION – The central, defining doctrine and claim of the Christian faith is the resurrection of
Jesus Christ, whom God brought forth from the dead. The resurrection of the dead refers to the promise
based on the bodily resurrection of Jesus, that all will be transformed that is, renewed both morally and
physically with “spiritual” bodies adapted for eternal life with God.
SACRAMENT – Terms used by many Christian traditions to refer to the sacred practices of the church.
Augustine spoke of these acts as “the visible form of an invisible grace” or a “sign of a sacred thing.”
Mysteriously, the sacraments are used by God to confirm divine promises to believers and are somehow
the means by which the recipient enters into the truths they represent. The two primary sacraments are
baptism and the Lord’s Supper.
SECULARISM – Derived from a word that means simply “belonging to this age,” or “worldly,” secularism
is more specifically the belief system that denies the reality of God, religion and the supernatural order
and hence maintains that reality entails only this natural world. Secular humanism in turn promotes and
glorifies the human creature to the exclusion and denial of the creator.
SPIRITUALITY, CHRISTIAN – The believer’s relationship with God and life in the Spirit as a member of
the church of Jesus Christ. Today spirituality often refers to an interest in or concern for matters of the
“spirit” in contrast to the mere interest and focus on the material. Christian spirituality in turn entails
a desire to allow one’s Christian commitment to shape every dimension of life. Some see Christian
spirituality as expressed through participation in certain Christian practices, such as Bible study, prayer,
worship and so forth.
TRINITY – The Christian understanding of God as triune. Trinity means that the one divine nature is a
unity of three persons and that God is revealed as three distinct Persons: Father, Son and Holy Spirit.
The ultimate basis for the Christian doctrine of the Trinity lies in the divine self-disclosure in Jesus, who
as the Son revealed the Father and poured out the Holy Spirit.
WORSHIP – The act of adoring and praising God, that is, ascribing worth to God as the one who
deserves homage and service. The church, which is to be a worshiping community (1 Pet 2:5), expresses
its worship corporately and publicly (liturgically) through prayer; through psalms, hymns and spiritual
songs; through the reading and exposition of Scripture; through observance of the sacraments; and
through individual and corporate living in holiness and service.
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Readings

1

Living into God’s Story
by Eugene Peterson
This is a reading from Eugene Peterson which articulates the
power of the Biblical story to shape our imagination, to reveal
the character of God and to invite us into a story bigger than
ourselves. We read the Bible not just to be informed, but to
be transformed, as we find ourselves – our identity and our
purpose - in the story of God.
As Peterson concludes, “None of us is the leading character in the story of our lives.
God is the larger context and plot in which all our stories find themselves”.

2

The Book and the Story
Written by NT Wright
This reading from theologian NT Wright, reinforces the idea
that the Bible is a single overarching narrative from Creation to
New Creation. When read in this way, we come to see the Bible
as an alternative story of reality. The true story of reality.
The Bible not only tells us a story that makes sense of life, but
also calls into question all of the other stories that shape our culture and attempt
to bring meaning and purpose. To read the Bible, and submit to its vision of life, is a
powerful act of counter formation.
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1

Living into God’s Story
The Bible is basically and overall a narrative, an immense, sprawling, capacious
narrative. Stories hold pride of place in revealing God and God’s way to us. It
follows that storytellers in our Christian community carry a major responsibility
for keeping us alert to these stories and the way they work. Our best storytellers
learn their craft from Jesus, famous for using story to involve his listeners in
recognizing and dealing with God in their lives.
EUGENE PETERSON

In both the Old and New Testaments of our Christian Scriptures, story is the primary means of bringing
God’s Word to us. For that we can be most grateful, for story is our most accessible form of speech.
Young and old love stories. Literate and illiterate alike tell and listen to stories. Neither stupidity nor
sophistication puts us outside the magnetic field of story. The only serious rival to story in terms of
accessibility and attraction is song, and there are plenty of those in the Bible too.
But there is another reason for the appropriateness of story as a major means of bringing us God’s
Word. Story doesn’t just tell us something and leave it there; story invites our participation. A good
storyteller gathers us into the story. We feel the emotions, get caught up in the drama, identify with
the characters, see into nooks and crannies of life that we had overlooked, realize there is more to this
business of being human than we had yet explored. If the storyteller is good, doors and windows open.
Our biblical storytellers were good, in both the moral and aesthetic sense of them.
Of course, not all stories are good; some lack honesty. There are sentimentalizing stories that seduce us
into escaping from life; there are propagandistic stories that attempt to enlist us in a cause or bully us
into stereotyping responses; there are trivializing stories that represent life as merely cute or diverting.
The Bible’s honest stories respect our freedom; they don’t manipulate us, don’t force us, don’t distract
us from life. They show us a spacious world in which God creates and saves and blesses. First through
our imaginations and then through our faith - imagination and faith are close kin here - they offer us a
place in the story, invite us into this large story that takes place under the broad skies of God’s purposes
in contrast to the gossipy anecdotes that we cook up in the stuffy closets of the self. They invite us in
as participants in something larger than our sin-defined needs, in something truer than our culturestunted ambitions. We enter these stories and recognize ourselves as participants, whether willing or
unwilling, in the life of God.
This needs saying because we live in an age when story has been pushed from its biblical frontline prominence to a bench on the sidelines, condescended to as “illustration” or “testimony” or
“inspiration.” Both inside and outside the church, we prefer information over story. We typically
gather impersonal (pretentiously called “scientific” or theological”) information, whether doctrinal or
philosophical or historical, in order to take things into our own hands and take charge of how we will
live our lives. And we commonly consult outside experts to interpret the information for us.
But we don’t live our lives by information. We live them in relationships in the context of a community
of men and women - each person an intricate bundle of experience and motive and desire, and of
personal God, who cannot be reduced to formula or definition, who has designs on us for justice and
salvation. Information-gathering and consultation of experts leave out nearly everything that is uniquely
us - our personal histories and relationship, our sins and guilt, our moral character and believing
obedience to God.
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Telling a story is the primary verbal way of accounting for life the way we live it in actual day-by-day reality.
There are no (or few) abstractions in a story - story is immediate, concrete, plotted, relational, personal.
And so when we lose touch with our lives, our souls - our moral and spiritual, our God-personal lives - story
is the best way of getting us back in touch again. Which is why God’s Word is given for the most part in the
form of story. And it is a vast, over-reaching, all-encompassing story - a meta-story.
The form in which language comes to us is as important as its content. If we mistake its form, we will
almost certainly respond wrongly to its content. If we mistake a recipe for vegetable stew for a set of
clues for finding buried treasure, no matter how carefully we read it, we will end up as poor as ever and
hungry besides. If we misread a highway road sign, “60 miles per hour,” as a randomly posted piece of
information rather than as stern imperative, we will eventually find ourselves pulled over on the side of
the road with a police officer correcting our grammar. Ordinarily, we learn these discriminations early
and well and give form and content equal weight in determining meaning.
But when it comes to Scripture we don’t do nearly as well. Maybe it is because Scripture comes to
us so authoritatively, “God’s Word,” that we think all we can do is submit and obey. Submission and
obedience are part of it, but first we have to listen. And listening requires hearing the way it is said
(form) as well as what is said (content).
Stories suffer misinterpretation when we don’t submit to them simply as stories. We are caught offguard when divine revelation arrives in such ordinary garb, and we think it’s our job to dress it up in the
latest Paris silk gown of theology or outfit it in a three-piece suit of ethics before we can deal with it.
The simple, or not so simple, story is soon, like David under Saul’s armour, so encumbered with moral
admonitions, theological constructs, and scholarly debates that it can hardly move. There are always
moral, theological, historical elements in these stories which need to be studied and ascertained, but
never in despite of or in defiance of the story which is being told.
Spiritual theology, using Scripture as text, does not so much present us with a moral code and tell us,
“Live up to this,” nor does it set out a system of doctrine and say, “Think like this.” The biblical way is
to tell a story and invite us, “Live into this - this is what it looks like to be human in this God-made and
God-ruled world; this is what is involved in becoming and maturing as a human being.” We don’t have
to fit into prefabricated moral and mental or religious boxes before we are admitted into the company
of God. We are taken seriously just as we are and given place in his story - for it is, after all, God’s story.
None of us is the leading character in the story of our lives. God is the larger context and plot in which
all our stories find themselves.
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The Book and the Story
In the Christian canonical Bible there is a single
over-arching narrative. It is a story which runs from
creation to new creation.
TOM WRIGHT

The great bulk of the story focuses quite narrowly on the fortunes of a single family in the Middle East. They
are described as the people through whom the creator God will act to rescue the whole world. The choice of
this particular family does not imply that the creator has lost interest in other human beings or the cosmos
at large; on the contrary, it is because he wishes to address them with his active and rescuing purposes
that he has chosen this one family in the first place. Even if we were to rearrange the Old Testament canon
(adopting the normal Jewish order, for example, in which the Prophets precede the Writings, ending with 2
Chronicles instead of Malachi) we would still be reading a story in search of an ending, in which the people
chosen to bring the creator’s healing to the world are themselves in need of rescue and restoration.
FIRST AND LAST
The New Testament declares with one voice that the over-arching story reached its climax in the life, death
and resurrection of Jesus of Nazareth, whom the early Christians believed to be the promised Messiah of
Israel. The followers of Jesus saw themselves as royal heralds, claiming the whole world for its new king.
Although it is rightly said that the first Christians saw themselves as living in the last days, it is even more
important to stress that they were living in the first days of a new creation that dawned when Jesus emerged
from the tomb on Easter morning.
In other words, they saw themselves living within a story in which the decisive event had already occurred
and now needed to be implemented. That is the implicit narrative which informs and undergirds all the
epistles. The four canonical gospels, in their very different ways, are only comprehensible if we understand
them to be telling how the story of God and Israel reached its climax in Jesus. Even if we were to rearrange
the New Testament canon, this implicit story-line would emerge at every point.
COMMUNITY
From this brief sketch it is possible to see how the Bible (Jewish or Christian) does not exist, and does
not offer itself to us, as a detached set of writings or as a book- in-a-vacuum. It is our window on a reality
which is decidedly extra-textual – a complex community stretching from Abraham to the early apostles.
In particular, the Christian Bible is a window on a particular extra-textual reality, the human being Jesus of
Nazareth, whose followers came to believe in an astonishingly short space of time that he was the living,
human embodiment of the one true God of Israel, the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob.
The New Testament is not free-standing. It is what it is because it points away from itself, to the One God of
Jewish monotheism who is now known in Jesus of Nazareth and the events of his life, death, resurrection
and the outpouring of his Spirit on his followers. If the Bible, Jewish and Christian, does not refer to these
extra-textual realities, it fails in its whole object. The biblical writers referred to the actual story of the creator
and his world, focused on the story of the creator of Israel, on the story of Jesus and Israel, and on the story
of Jesus’ followers and the cosmos. In other words, whatever view of the Bible you take, if you are to be in
any way obedient to the Bible you cannot make the Bible itself the centre or focus of your attention. It points
away from itself.
From the Christian point of view, the centre of attention can never be merely the Bible; it must always be
Jesus of Nazareth, Jesus the Messiah, Jesus the Lord of the World.
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A CLASH
This point is reinforced if the situation of the early Church is considered in the days before there was such
a thing as the New Testament. The expansion, development and consolidation of early Christianity did not
take place primarily through writing (Paul’s letters are, perhaps, a partial exception). They took place through
people, through a community which worshipped the God of Israel and recognised him in the human face of
Jesus. This community ordered their lives and their symbolic universe on the basis that they were not only
the renewed Israel but also the renewed human race.
The conflict that this community experienced, both with Jews who did not believe Jesus to be the Messiah,
and, more especially, with pagans who saw the proclamation of Jesus as Lord to be a threat to their status
quo, can be explained in terms of a clash of narratival and symbolic universes. This clash, and the ways
in which Christians engaged in dialogue and mission, was much greater than merely a clash between
their writings (or those writings which became the New Testament) and their surrounding culture. It was
a clash between a community with its entire symbolic and narratival world view and other, surrounding
communities with theirs. In focusing on the Bible and its interface with contemporary culture we dare not
forget that it is part of, and indicative of, a wider whole.
Once we grasp this point about the clash of world views, it is easy enough to understand how the interface
between the Bible and our own contemporary culture still bears a good deal of family likeness to the interface
between early Christianity and its surrounding milieu. When we read the Bible in its own terms, as an
overarching story, we soon discover that this metanarrative challenges and subverts several other world views.
A CHALLENGE TO PAGANISM
From creation to recreation, from the call of Abraham to the New Jerusalem, what the Bible offers presents
itself as the truth of which paganism is the parody. Paganism sees the glory of creation, and worships
creation instead of the creator. The grown-up version of this, of course, is pantheism, whether Stoicism in
the ancient world or the varieties of New Age belief in the contemporary world. The mirror image of this
is dualism, the belief that creation is the work of a lesser god or an anti-god. One of the remarkable things
about the Bible is the way in which, from Genesis to Revelation, these options are systematically refused.
There is One God, the creator; creation is good, but it is not God; the reality of evil in the world is not to be
explained in terms of either an evil creation or an evil god, but as an intrusion into the good creation, which
is dealt with through the story of the chosen family. This biblical challenge to paganism and dualism is huge
and basic, and is presupposed in all that follows.
A CHALLENGE TO IDEALISM
The biblical metanarrative challenges and subverts the world view of idealism, in which historical events are
mere contingent trivia, and where reality is to be found in a set of abstractions, whether timeless truths or
absolute values. Any attempt to see the biblical story in this way is confronted by the biblical text itself, in
which the opposite is the case. The love, justice and forgiveness of God are not invoked in the Bible to draw
attention away from the historical sphere, but rather to give it meaning and depth. When Israel invokes the
justice of God, she wants to be liberated from her enemies. When the early Christians spoke of the love of
God, they were referring to something that had happened in recent history, and which had changed the way
the real world – not just their real world, but the real world – actually was.
A CHALLENGE TO THE APHORISTIC WORLD
The biblical metanarrative also challenges and subverts the non-storied aphoristic world of The Gospel of
Thomas as well as contemporary post-modernity. Those who are most anxious to deconstruct what they
see as the oppressive narrative and theology of the canonical gospels end up with a Jesus who functioned
like a wandering Cynic. The whole raison d’être of such a Jesus was simply to utter striking, paradoxical
and challenging aphorisms, challenging the socio-cultural order, but simply offering a do-it-yourself way of
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The Book and the Story (Cont.)
constructing either one’s relation to the outer world or one’s inner religious world. This is, of course, the
reflection of the post-modern emphasis on deconstructing all metanarratives, and on the individual doing his
or her own thing. In neither case does this reconstructed Jesus announce the Kingdom of God as a new fact
bursting in upon the public world.
The biblical metanarrative insists that there is a public world. It acknowledges that there are all sorts
of problems in this public world. But instead of allowing the problems to dictate the terms, ending in
deconstruction, it insists that the problems have been addressed and defeated by the creator himself. This is
not, please note, a Christian version of the modernist rejection of post-modernity. The biblical metanarrative
invites us to go through the post-modern critique of post-modernity (Christian modernity included) and out
the other side into a new grasping of reality.
A CHALLENGE TO ALL PAGAN POWER STRUCTURES
That the biblical metanarrative challenged, from the very beginning, all pagan political power structures is
implicit in the meaning of the word ”gospel” – both in its Old Testament and New Testament uses. Isaiah
spoke of the good news that YHWH had overthrown the idols of Babylon and had thus broken Babylon’s
grip on Israel. The New Testament, firmly rooted in the Jewish world of Isaiah, addressed the greco-roman
context with the news that Jesus of Nazareth was the new, true ruler of the world, whose accession to
supreme power was the good, liberating, healing news for which the whole creation had been waiting. This
was either a statement of public truth or public falsehood. The one thing it could never be was a statement
of private truth, a belief which involved the speaker’s religious interiority but nothing else.
When Jesus spoke of the Kingdom of God in the Jewish world of his day, he must have meant a reality which
would challenge decisively the kingship of the existing authorities, which partly explains (both historically
and theologically) the events which led to the crucifixion. When Paul spoke of the Lordship of Jesus, he was
using language about Jesus which explicitly and obviously evoked the Lordship of Caesar. There cannot be
two Lords of the world.
A CHALLENGE TO ALL RIVAL ESCHATOLOGIES
The biblical metanarrative is where the story of God and the world develops, takes shape, and points to
or reaches a climax, and it challenges all rival eschatologies. Consider the various political eschatologies
that are advanced from time to time, like the belief advanced by some in Augustus’ court that, with
the establishment of the Roman Empire, a new Golden Age had begun. More recently, the story of the
development of democracy is told as though the establishment of one-man-one- vote would usher in the
new Golden Age. Part of the reason for the deep cynicism of Tacitus, Juvenal and others at the end of the
first century, and for the deep cynicism of many commentators at the end of the twentieth, was, and is, that
the Golden Age has let us down. We pressed all the buttons and the toy didn’t work.
A CHALLENGE TO THE NON-CHRISTIAN JEWISH METANARRATIVE
The early Christians believed that the story they were telling was the true Jewish story: how all the promises
had come true, of the moment when God had remembered his promise to Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, and had
himself become the light to enlighten the gentiles and the glory of his people Israel. What happened, of course,
is that contemporary Judaism has lived (and is living) in the uneasy tension between a non-narratival view of
Judaism in which what really matters is a set of great ideas to which Jews should be loyal, and a narratival view
of Judaism in which the promises, long delayed, began at last to be fulfilled after the horrendous events of the
Holocaust with the establishment of the modern State of Israel – and the absolute imperative to take over the
entire land promised by God to Abraham and, perhaps, more importantly, to Joshua.
If Christians and Jews in the contemporary Western world are in any way to look to the Bible for help in
making common cause on issues that affect us both, we cannot ignore this deep cleavage. Non-Christian
Jews are convinced that the fulfilment of God’s promises to his people did not happen in the first century of
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the common era (and some are convinced that this time has now begun to arrive in the establishment of the
Jewish State). Christians, including Jewish Christians, believe that the time of fulfilment arrived with Jesus of
Nazareth, even though it didn’t look like what his contemporaries had expected.
The Christian Bible, in claiming that the Hebrew scriptures tell a story which reaches its climax in Jesus,
challenges non-Christian Judaism head on. One sometimes hears Christian advocates of closer ties between
Christianity and Judaism urging that Christianity should rediscover its Jewish roots. I’m all for that, but the
rootedness of early Christianity in Jewish soil is not about Christianity simply sharing some abstract Jewish
ideas, but about Jesus as the fulfilment of the Jewish hope. There are many things on which Christians and
non-Christian Jews can agree and on which they can work together in glad harmony. But, precisely because
Christianity and Judaism have so much in common, you cannot ignore the fact that at their heart they make
claims which simply cannot be reconciled.
A CHALLENGE TO OTHER RELIGIONS
The biblical metanarrative challenges the view of Christianity, or biblical Judaism, as a ”religion” in the postenlightenment sense, and I suspect that many Muslims, Hindus and others would want to do the same.
Insofar as post-enlightenment thought suggests that truth lies in Deism, and that all ”religions” are different
humans expressing their own ideas about or experiences of the one distant and unknowable god, most
genuinely religious people and groups are bound to object. Once that point is grasped, it becomes clear that
if the biblical narrative is true, the Muslim one is not, and vice versa; and the same for Hinduism, Buddhism
and so on. The more open we make the Bible, the more we must expect that dialogue with our friends and
neighbours of other faiths will include the clear statement of radically different world views.
Once we are clear about this, we must also affirm that, precisely because the Jewish and Christian scriptures
have as their central theme the active love of the creator God for the whole creation, and especially those
made in his image, it is vital that we investigate and build on the things we have in common as human
beings. Nothing I have written here should imply an isolationist stance. As with Christians and Jews, so with
people of other faiths, there is a great deal we hold in common, which can and should form the basis not
only of dialogue and mutual understanding, bur also common action in the community. Yet we owe it to one
another as partners in such enterprises to be gently but firmly honest about the world views we hold, and
the distinctive metanarratives in which these come to expression.
FOR ALL ITS WORTH
By opening the Bible and reading it for all its worth the Church will be unable to avoid the fact that it
challenges and subverts other world views. An integrated missionary strategy, which takes the Bible seriously,
will need to become increasingly clear about these challenges. For, when we begin to face and engage with
these challenges, we can move from a position of largely groping in the dark towards an effective placing of
the biblical narrative in the public arena as a source of truth and hope for our world.
Taken from the article ‘The Book and The Story’ by The Very Revd Dr NT Wright, published in Bible in TransMission,
Summer 1997 and is reproduced here with the permission of Bible Society. No part of this article may be reproduced,
stored in a retrieval system or transmitted, in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying or
otherwise without prior permission from Bible Society. For permission requests, please email permissions@biblesociety.
org.uk or telephone Bible Society on 01793 418100. To access further articles for the Bible in TransMission, please go to
www.biblesociety.org.uk/transmission.
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